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Convict Yakup KARADAG
Throws His Cap in The Air
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Yakup KARADAG, aged 35, graduated with 3,98 GPA from Anadolu University Open
Education Faculty Turkish Language and Literature Program, 2016-2017 Academic
Year

Yakup KARADAG, a convict that has just graduated from Anadolu University Open
Education Faculty Turkish Language and Literature Program, with a GPA of 3,98 (out
of 4.00) threw his cap in the air during the commencement ceremony that was held
in his honor in a correctional facility in the city of Eskisehir.
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In an interview with journalists, KARADAĞ reported that
”this educational journey that he embarked on to make the best of his free time
has culminated in this university graduation.
"I HAVE COMMITTED MYSELF TO DOING MY BEST"

Focusing on his studies for 4 years in prison conditions, KARADAG, reported that:

"We are in prison here. We just kill time. To be honest, I had to do something
about it. When I saw some friends studying in the Faculty of Open Education, I
was encouraged and inspired.
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However, I had a resolution that if I was going to do this, I promised to myself
that I was going to do the best I could. Given my circumstances, I have tried to do
my best. I am very very happy that I have graduated now."
Underscoring the need for inmates to set goals for themselves to make themselves
feel better, KARADAG, continued:

"When I was outside as a free man, I did not know about the steps of learning, or
rather, I can say that I did not really care about them.
But you have to learn something here. We can only continue to grow in this way,
My humble suggestion to my inmate friends is that they should do their best, in
whatever they do.
They should study.
I still have 18 more years to do here.
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Right now I
am a
sophomore at
the
Department of
Sociology at
Istanbul
University. I’m
hoping to get
a
Master’s degree after I graduate from this department. Setting goals and being
consistent is crucial."
If you wish for watch Turkish video version please click link here
http://www.tgrthaber.com.tr/videogaleri/cezaevinde-diploma-sevinci-13889
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